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December is here, which
means this semester will
soon come to an end. In
this last issue of Access
for Fall 2013, we are
completing our mission
from the beginning of
the semester: to explore
the cultural mosaic of
San José and tell the
story of our community.
From honoring diverse
holiday traditions to significant
historical milestones, we have a lot
to celebrate.
San José truly does embrace
the arts — with its own rendition
of Tchaikovsky’s “Nutcracker” to
saluting modern industrial saviors
at the San José Museum of Art, the
vibrancy of our community shines
on.
And remember: We all have a
story to tell. We hope you enjoyed
the stories we have shared this
semester and we will see you next
year!

Thyra Phan
Editor-in-Chief
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SJSU Alumnus’ shoe art exhibited at Santana Row

text: Alyxandra Goodwin / image: Juane Pruitt
The pencil hits the clean white TOMS Francisco 49ers tight end. His artwork is
shoe as Juane Pruitt, 26, outlines his next
displayed in Davis’ art gallery in Santana
project. Not the average idea of a painting Row for a fundraiser that supports at-risk
canvas, but Pruitt decided he wanted to
youth who are interested in art.
try something different.
Since then, Pruitt has been contacted
“I used to paint shirts when I was in
to work with the Oakland Raiders and a
high school for money,” Pruitt said, “I just linebacker from the Denver Broncos.
wanted to try a different medium. I can
Pruitt estimates that he has completed
be a little more creative with the canvas.”
70 shoe designs, but his favorite designs
Pruitt said he picked the paintbrush
range from the Lion King, Michael
back up in 2012 because he got bored
Jackson and Bob Marley to his newest
and needed to occupy his time. He
attempt at a glow-in-the-dark design.
always starts the design off with a pencil
“I sign everything as ‘Kid@heArt’
and the design determines if he will use
because it’s about embracing my inner
paintbrushes or fabric markers.
child. I think people lose sight of being
Pruitt works as an assistant site
young,” Pruitt said. “It’s about being
director for YMCA’s childcare in San
young at heart and still enjoying the
José, but he paints to relax.
things
that I used to love
“I love it. It’s fun. It’s like a whole new
doing.”
universe when I’m doing it,” Pruitt said.
When he starts a project he puts in a little
work beforehand by doing research and
looking at images.
All of his work is not going unnoticed.
In March, Pruitt had the opportunity
to work with Vernon Davis, the San

Local organizations provide outlet for holiday volunteering
text: Allison Williams
With the holiday season here, many
people look for opportunities to spread
good will or help their community.
During this time of the year, meals
and gifts are not easily attainable for
everyone.
Maria Duzon of InnVision, a shelter
network that helps return homeless
families and individuals across the Silicon
Valley and the San Francisco Peninsula
to permanent housing, said two methods
are available to help homeless families in
their network: financial donations and
physical volunteering.
Duzon said that financial donations
can be made on InnVision’s website, but
personal options are available to make
a financial donation, such as adopting a
family or an individual.
Duzon said that adopting a family or
individual is special because it’s specific.
“(The gift) is really meaningful, like
this was purchased for you,” Duzon said.
InnVision matches donors with a
family or an individual.

Donors can also decorate and fill a
basket for a family with non-perishable
items and a gift card for perishables.
For those looking to volunteer their
time, InnVision offers opportunities for
groups. Groups can decorate shelters and
sites.
Duzon said that some groups even
bring Christmas trees and ornaments.
Other groups organize parties or
provide and serve holiday meals at
facilities without kitchens.
Duzon said that she recommends
either getting a group together to
volunteer or donate money.
On campus, the University Police
Department hosts a holiday toy drive.
New, unwrapped toys can be donated
in the UPD lobby or in donation boxes
around campus until Dec. 6. People can
also donate money or volunteer their time.
On Dec. 11, the UPD holds a wrapping
day from 11:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. Delivery
and pick up day is on Dec. 14 from 8 a.m.
to noon.

Do-it-yourself
for the perfect gifts
text: Kellie Miller /
images: Basil Sar

Personalized
mug: For this,
all you need
is a plain mug
and some oilbased Sharpies.
You can draw a picture on it or
write a quote, joke or message—
something special between
you and the gift receiver. It is
simple, meaningful and perfect
for anyone, whether it is for
Grandma, your boyfriend or
your boss.

Make-up box:
It is always
convenient to
have one place
to store your
make-up and this
project lets you do that in a cute
way. You will need a wooden
box, tacky glue, paint, ribbon
and coffee beans. I got all of
these supplies at Michaels for
a total of $10, except the coffee
beans. First, paint the inside of
the box. Next, spread tacky glue
around the outside of the box
(I spread it with a paintbrush
so it was thin and even.) Wrap
your ribbon around the outside
and press down so it sticks with
the tacky glue. Let it dry while
you paint your coffee beans. Fill
the box with the beans and now
your make-up can stand up in
the box.

If you have a
long to-do list and a
small budget for Christmas
gifts, giving homemade gifts
is a thrifty option. They add a
special touch that makes a gift
more personal and they are
simple to make. Here are
a few ideas to get
you started:
Peppermint hot
cocoa jar: This is
another super-easy
way to give a gift that
is cute and delicious.
All you need is a Mason jar, hot
cocoa mix, mini marshmallows and
peppermint candies. I got the jar
at Michaels for $1 and the edibles
at Safeway for about $5. Fill your
Mason jar a little more than halfway
with the cocoa mix. Next, layer the
jar with marshmallows and top it off
with a layer of peppermint candies.
Tie a ribbon around the lid for an
extra touch.
Wall art: Here is
a simple way to
add something
personal to any
room. You will
need a canvas, letter
stickers and spray paint.
I got these supplies from Michaels
for a total of $15. Find a quote,
lyrics or any phrase meaningful to
you and spell it out on the canvas
using the stickers. Next, pick a spray
paint color you like and spray the
whole thing so that the letters and
background match. Let it dry and
you are done. Seeing a message from
you in your loved one’s home is an
easy reminder of you for them.

beginning, there was tension between
them and both the city and San José
State, resulting in a fine for a noise
complaint.
It was not until Spring 2013 that
the group became more organized
and it has recently been officially
recognized as an SJSU student
organization.
The members of KLR come from
all different backgrounds.
“What brings us together is the
dance,” Pereya said. “Different people
are into different things and that
reflects what kind of personality they
are.”
Since Pereya’s presidency, the group
has jointly bought T-shirts and a new
stereo system for its dance practices.

Jermaine Hubbard pulls off
a flair, a move requiring
the dancer to alternate
between arms for balance.

When someone new wants to
join the group, the group’s basis for
learning is in-group teaching.
“We are very close — we want
everyone to learn how to dance,”
Pereya said. “If they’re good at what
they’re doing we learn from them,”
adding that years of experience
“doesn’t matter.”
Teachers are not necessarily chosen
or restricted to those members who are
the “best” at breaking. “If they’ve got
swag then we’ll ask them,” Pereya said.
To improve their skills, the King
Library Rockers also do drills. In each
drill, the dancers must hold one move
for an extended period of time in order
to build muscle memory and stamina.
Basic training techniques such as sit-

B-boying crew King Library
Rockers spins together as family

text: Jessica Schlegelmilch / images: Basil Sar /
illustrations: Elena Miller

Music vibrates through the sunlit
passageway in front of Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. Library where a
group of people bounces from
right to left and up and down into
flying spirals and into impossible
body suspensions. Each move is
coordinated and calculated, but they
make it look easy and natural all at
the same time.
B-boying — or more
commercially known as
breakdancing — is a dance style
originating from the streets of New
York in the 1970s. The dance consists
of a set of moves: freezes, threads,
power moves and flares.
It takes influence from other
“traditional” forms of dance like
those rooted in the traditions of
Latin America and even ballet.
B-boying also has roots in athletics
such as gymnastics and martial arts.
This dance style requires a
generous amount of control, balance
and strength, but it has not been
recognized as a high-art dance
form and is generally considered

secondary to traditional forms of
dance.
Andrew Yeh, who has been
b-boying for seven years, said that
criticizers do not see that “there is an
enormous essence of musicality” that
goes into breakdancing.
“We’re not just tumbling around
on the ground. Everything we do has a
purpose,” he said.
Perhaps its public platform as well
as its acceptance of people from all
backgrounds is a part of its negative
perception. Yeh said he believes that
“it’s just really hard to break those
stereotypes.” Regardless, it is these
features that define it as a dance
medium and set it apart in the danceart world.
The King Library Rockers (KLR)
is a group of about 50 people who
meet every week to breakdance
together underneath the awning
at the MLK library, under
the leadership of the group’s
president, Mark Pereya.
The group began meeting
together in 2003. In the

Jermaine Hubbard break
dances out in front of the
MLK Library.

Joseph Gayoso
performs a
headspin, a
popular move in
breakdancing.

ups and push-ups are also used and
Fools in Fullerton. He said he wanted
some of the members are athletes in
to “grab the potential I see here and
martial arts and other sports.
bring it there. I’m glad I have Mark for
Injuries are not uncommon and
that (now).”
they are the leading cause why b-boys
The KLR recently participated in
stop breaking. Pereya, however, admits the SJSU-organized Spartan’s Best
that even he starts dancing
Dance Crew, which helped
again before he is 100
enhance recognition of the
percent healed.
crew as a legitimate
“It’s pretty
dancing group.
addictive,” he
Pereya said “the
said. “If we
event set the tone
hear music,
for us as a club”
we’re going
and to show
to want to
that “we’re not
break.”
dirty and we’re
Traditional
not rude. We’re
breakdancing
b-boys and we’re
music is usually
dancers.”
hip-hop or
He said that
electronic. Popular
the
group
has
-Mark Pereya
among the dance
been “building a lot
genre are “samplings” or
of momentum,” in recent
“breakbeats.” Breakbeats take a part of
months. One of the group members’
a song, usually from the ‘70s, ‘80s or
goals is to get the student body to
‘90s and put an electronic beat to it.
fund their trip to the Schools for Fools
Anything with drums, bongo or a hard competition.
bass line is preferred.
A more complex obstacle
As far as places to dance, the King
to overcome as a dancer in the
Library Rockers, like most b-boy
breakdancing style is for girls who
crews, are very liberal. “We just need a
participate in this largely maleplace with good floors,” Pereya said.
dominated art form. Rhea Mallari is
He notes that some dance studios
a b-girl, the female title for a breakoffer open practice spots for breakers.
dancer. Mallari has performed in
In the future, Pereya would also like to various events in her San Lorenzo
reserve studio space at the SJSU Event
community and describes herself as
Center.
someone who wants to “show I can do
Although the practices are
what guys can do, too.”
generally freely constructed, the
Her inspiration originally came
KLR do sometimes have organized
from a YouTube video of an all b-girl
shows, giving each individual dancer
crew she saw in high school. People
the spotlight in a large circle called a
underestimate her because she is a
“cypher circle.”
woman but she is determined to prove
“We come together to share the
them otherwise.
spirit and the essence of the dance,”
“People think I’m weak,” she said.
said Andrew Nguyen, a former KLR
“I want to prove that I am strong.”
president. “You’re omitting energy and
Despite challenges, it was her
you’re feeding off it, too. It’s a beautiful fellow b-boys that encouraged her to
thing.”
keep pushing when she wanted to give
One of Nguyen’s dreams when
up. Many of the King Library Rockers
he served as president was to go to a
describe the club members as their
dance competition called Schools for
family.

“ What
brings us
together
is the
dance.”

text: Jamie Ramirez /
images: Yvonne Ko /
illustrations: Elena Miller

SJSU’s
art department has ‘solid future’
text: Leeta-Rose Ballester /
images: George Tanner /
illustrations: Elena Miller

The lights were
off as some digital video
students chatted quietly
and collaborated on
projects while others sat
focused on the lesson at
hand. Laptops, cellphones
and cameras were strewn
about the classroom as Professor
Craig Hobbs gave his lecture.
Hobbs’ own camera, perched on a
tripod and hooked up to a flat screen at the
front of the room, was aimed at odd objects
on the desks and walls as he demonstrated how to
adjust white balance and exposure settings.
“Sometimes things reveal themselves in the shot
that will change everything,” Hobbs said. “It really is
a matter of play and exploration.”
Classes that instruct students on how to use
computers and technology are newer developments
in the SJSU art department’s 100-year history, but
the basics are still at the heart of the program.
Hobbs said that without the underlying
principles of traditional art instruction — color
theory, design, line, balance — artists would not be
able to make such great achievements even with the
impact that new technology has made.
“That’s a loaded question around here,” Hobbs
said when asked about the future of art. “The tool
doesn’t necessarily make the artist.”
In 1871 the institution, originally a teachers’
college, was moved from San Francisco to San José,
said Professor Jo Farb Hernandez. Art classes were
part of the core curriculum that was required of
every student attending because administration
believed it was critical to fostering
well-rounded people.
Hernandez said that over time, the school and
the art department, which was officially founded in
1911, adapted to the happenings of the world. The
art department has gathered this rich history and the

During this time, the Glassblowing Guild,
achievements of SJSU art faculty and alumni into a
collection of essays, galleries and a hardcover Watercolor Society, Sculpture Guild and the
Industrial Studies program were born.
book that highlights the mark SJSU has
“The Industrial Design program increasingly
left on the art community.
gained recognition because of the quality of
“We’re trying to take a global
graduates,” Vaca said.
look at what has taken place in the
Three alumni entered the bicycle world,
last 100 years,” Hernandez said. “Things
creating mountain bikes and helmet designs, while
corresponded to what was going on the universe
Nilo Rodis-Jamero is credited with designing the
rather than just the university. What has really been
famed “slave outfit” for Princess Leia in “Star Wars.”
so strongly evident is the creativity and passion that
Cuts in the 1980s significantly strained the art
carried on through the decades.”
department, Vaca said, but a new emphasis
Digging through boxes and boxes of archives,
on digital arts offered new hope. Computer
scrapbooks and yellowed copies of the Spartan Daily,
oriented areas became more prevalent
art history alumni Kathleen Kenyon, Marianne
but graphic design and photography
Kennedy McGrath and Betsy Vaca researched the
saw a resurgence as artists
vast changes that have taken place throughout the
experimented
past century.
with technology.
Kenyon, who explored the department’s past
Sam Eshtehardi, a
between the years of 1911 and 1945, explained that
junior digital media major,
what was once San José Teacher’s College in the
said that no matter what
earlier years, struggled with enrollment during
the future holds, the SJSU
WWI. The school began to offer four-year degrees.
art department has a solid
“Around 1923, it began offering courses in
future.
commercial art,” Kenyon said, which strayed from
“Artists will always want
the school’s close bond with arts and crafts but
David Chang uses a
to break the mold,” Eshtehardi
expanded horizons and possibilities for students.
shear to shape the
said. “If we all went digital
SJSU began to see a strong force of talent
top of the glass piece.
they would want to go back to
within its faculty and students. Artists such as
classical. It’s the nature of the
Mary Robinson Blair, an illustrator who worked
artist to want to do that.”
on Disney classics such as “Alice in Wonderland”
and “Cinderella,” and Leon Amex, known for his
David Chang, a San
watercolors and abstracts, would emerge from this
José State student,
puts the hot glass
time period.
into a wet block to
As SJSU moved into the 1950s, “optimism
cool it off.
and ambition” of the nation “filled the art
department too,” according to McGrath, who
studied the years 1946 through 1970.
Students, faculty and alumni
continued to push through boundaries
and use art as expression against the
Vietnam War and other national
movements at the time. San José State
hosted psychedelic art galleries, featuring
strobe lights and music to accentuate the
students’ art.
This golden age of the art department
produced artists such as Mel Ramos, best known
for his paintings of nudes and superheroes, Manuel
Lucero, a performance artist, and Robert Fritz, a
pioneer in the glass arts.
Vaca, who focused her studies on the years 1970
through the present, said that changes within the art
Winston Gregory, an
department reflected technological advances in the
animation student at San
world around it.
José State University, forms
the body of his sculpture.

Yvonne Ko’s project on Thirst, a San
Francisco Bay Area mobile tea truck
serving luxury tea, explored the company from its name to its product, lifestyle
and sales.

Bachelor of Fine Arts students shine in portfolio show
Long Cheng, Yvonne Ko and Kelvin Tow
anxiously anticipate the looming date of Dec. 6,
when their collective work from the duration of the
graphic design fine arts program is displayed in front
of their peers.
But it was not an easy task for them. The
Bachelor of Fine Arts program for graphic design
students is a competitive two-and-a-half-year
intensive learning program that chooses up to 25
students for each class.
This semester’s graduating senior class has 18
members remaining and plenty of work left to do
before their portfolio show from December 6 to 8.
Long Cheng, BFA graphic design senior class
president, said he has high hopes for the upcoming
senior portfolio show.
“My biggest hope and expectation is for our
class to tell our narrative of who we are, what we’ve
achieved and why we did it,” Cheng said. “We’ve
worked incredibly hard for the past few years and
we’re ready to share that story of our journey. I hope
that this portfolio show will be an inspiration to
everyone who is going to join us.”
The exhibit lasts for three days and the first day
is committed to defending a thesis that each student
developed in the program before a panel of three
people, said Kelvin Tow, BFA graphic design senior
vice president .
This is the first semester that the program’s
coordinators decided to include a thesis as part of
the senior portfolio show, Tow said.
“We guide where our thesis goes,” Tow said. “It
helps seniors understand the entire scope of a project
including the research, proposal and
exploration stages.”
The remaining two days are for friends and
family to enjoy exhibitions of the graduating
students, whose classmates have been the same for
the entire duration of the program.

In previous years, the exhibition showed
students’ work as a collective body, but this semester
they chose to give each person a booth to exhibit
their work, Tow said.
“We all learn from each other,” Tow said. “All
graphic design students can produce, but the BFA
allows us to think on a higher level.”
Yvonne Ko, who won a scholarship from the
American Institute of Graphic Arts, is graduating
from the program with Cheng and Tow.
Like Cheng, Ko said she and all her classmates
have worked hard to reach this point in the semester
where the group is preparing for the final exhibition.
“There’s a lot of pressure in this program because
you get reviewed at the end of every semester just to
stay,” Ko said. “Student work is reviewed twice for
the application process and then at the end of every
semester during the program.”
It has been a challenging program, but Ko said
she wouldn’t change her experience.
“If I had graduated before I decided to join the
BFA program, I wouldn’t be even 1 percent of the
designer I am today,” Ko said.
Ko received a scholarship award valued at
$4,000 from AIGA, including a paid trip to the
Howe Design conference, she said. Other than being
awarded the scholarship, Ko said there are benefits
to being in the program, such as being able to design
everything including packaging labels and mobile
phone applications.
“We have complete creative freedom of our
work,” Ko said. “The professors are always pushing us
to do more, to be better. I’m going to
miss that relationship.”
Yvonne’s Tide
Prediction diagram
for the Redwood City
Wharf allows visitors
to easily check when
high and low tides
occur.

Cheng said he has benefitted from this intensive
program as well.
“This program developed my eyes for what good
design is,” Cheng said. “It helped me develop the
thought process as a designer because at the end of
the day, we are problem solvers.”
However, Cheng said the program is not without
its challenges.
“The greatest challenge of being in the program
is being in the program,” Cheng said. “This program
is not easy. We have the best professors from the
industry and they challenge us to be the best of
ourselves, the class and the program.”
One project that Cheng said was difficult
required the students to design a food truck brand.
“At the height of the food truck hype, it was no
easy task without many examples out there,” Cheng
said. “There weren’t any previous classes that have
done this before, but after all the many triple shot
caramel lattes, everyone’s project turned
out amazing.”
With the show looming and graduation
commencing shortly after, Tow said he is ready for
the real world.
“I just hope I can be at a place that pushes me to
be better at something that really interests me,”
Tow said.
Tow hopes to work with interaction design, such
as designing mobile phone apps and interactive web
pages, he said.
Cheng said he is excited for what professional
jobs will have to offer.
“After graduation, I’m just so excited to see how
all of us utilize every design skill that we’ve learned at
school for the real world,” Cheng said.

CHAPTER THREE
MODERNIZATION

S

wanson joined the SJSU staff in 1992 to find that the event
had stumbled since Mitchell’s retirement.
“Oral interpretation was not being offered when I came aboard.
You can’t have a contest for an art form about which students
have no clue. Storytelling was alive and well, so I began with that.
I got the oral interpretation class back and eventually intertwined
the two into one class,” Swanson said.
Swanson added Mitchell’s name to the title and breathed new
life into the event, honoring her beloved mentor.
“She was my teacher and my mentor and I loved her deeply,”
Swanson said. “Besides teaching me to be a decent (performer),
she taught me to be an inspiring teacher.”
Today the event takes place each semester, usually during the
last week of school, and features two distinct categories: oral
interpretation and storytelling. Theater arts major Kyle Hoffhines,
winner of the storytelling segment, said in order to qualify for
the storytelling category, “a piece must have a defined beginning,
middle and end, and it has to be able to stand on its own. The
performer is able to make any edits they want to the piece.”

SJSU students compete for Kaucher-Mitchell Fellowship
text: Raphael Kluzniok / images: provided by Kaucher-Mitchell /
illustrations: Rebecca Charlton
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTIONS

n empty stage, the heat of the spotlight, a waiting audience — to some, this
could sound like a bad dream, but to the participants of the Kaucher-Mitchell Event,
it is the fruits of their labor.
“I love the adrenaline rush. I’ve always had this thing — an enjoyment for public
speaking,” said Cynthia Espinoza, the current Kaucher-Mitchell Fellow and winner
of last year’s event in storytelling.
“As long as I make you laugh, or make you feel something, or get goose bumps, I
think I’ve done my job,” she said. “That’s my favorite part. That’s what I feed off of —
when I hear people laugh at something that I’ve said or when I have everyone (is)
just dead quiet.”
The Kaucher-Mitchell Fellowship exists to recognize a student who has shown
dedication to promoting the oral tradition and awards students who display
excellence in storytelling and oral interpretation.

Kyle Hoffhines’ dramatic slouch
complements his piece.

CHAPTER FOUR
VOCAL PARTICIPATION

Joseph Barratta drives the story
forward with a strong gesture
to the audience.
Laurel Cashen Harris opens up
while serenading the audience.

T

CHAPTER TWO
THE AWARD

he Kaucher Award was first given on April 5, 1951 to
Ursula Schindler by Hugh W. Gillis and was made possible by an
anonymous donation from an admirer of Dorothy Kaucher’s work in
speech education.
A professor of speech at San José State College from 1930,
Kaucher earned a doctorate from Cornell University in English and
speech. In 1951, when presenting the first Kaucher Award, Hugh
Gillis commented that wherever he went to California on various
duties, former students of “Dr. K.” inquired about her work and well
being.
Upon Kaucher’s retirement in the late 1950s, Professor Noreen La
Barge Mitchell took over the event, adding the storytelling category.
“She worked tirelessly on the Kaucher contest and directed a
readers theater production each semester and always gave students
free reign for experimentation and creativity and in rehearsal,” said
Beverly Swanson, storytelling and oral interpretation lecturer and
current director of the event.
As a student, Swanson entered the event multiple times when she
was Mitchell’s student and won in 1982.

F

or the oral interpretation
category, “a performer is not
allowed to make any edits. It’s
generally excerpts from a greater
whole,” Hoffhines said. “O.I. is
performed with a black book
in hand which has the script to
symbolize that we are respecting
the author’s intent.”
Many of the participants are
first introduced to storytelling
through Swanson’s storytelling
class, TA131, where Swanson
maintains her mentor’s tradition
and uses experienced students and
past Kaucher-Mitchell finalists to
promote an oral tradition in both
her class and on campus.
“She (Mitchell) always had
time for her students and always
had advanced students ready and
willing to work with new ones,”
Swanson said.

T

CHAPTER FIVE
THE CRAFT

he current Kaucher-Mitchell
Fellow, Cynthia Espinoza, is
excited to be hosting this semester’s
event, adding, “I’ve always had a
passion for this event but since the
fellowship, I’ve really tried to focus
on the craft of storytelling. I’ve done
a lot more research on this art.”
Espinoza will be performing her
first original piece this year.
“Because of the fellowship, I
really want to try something new.
I’ve just been focusing on honing in
on this craft, making it the best that
it can be from my end,” she said.

San José and San Francisco take different
approaches to Tchaikovsky’s ballet

text / images: Melissa Lewelling /
illustrations: Rebecca Charlton
Snow flurries, dancing rats and
a young girl’s adventure through
magical realms are iconic elements of
Tchaikovsky’s “Nutcracker.” However,
every version is slightly different and
reflects on the ballet company that
produced it.
The San José and San Francisco
productions are two of the main ones
in the Bay Area and while they both
stay true to the ballet’s classic themes,
they have taken an updated approach
in recent years and added twists of
their own.
Karen Gabay, artistic associate and
choreographer for Ballet San José’s
“Nutcracker,” was a principal dancer
with the company for more than
30 years before choreographing the
updated “Nutcracker” last year.
“I’ve done choreography for the
company (before),” she said, “but
nothing of a full length.”
Gabay said this year’s “Nutcracker”
won’t be any different than last year’s
debut, but she is working on “refining
everything” after seeing the full
production.

“These are sets and costumes from
American Ballet Theatre, a production
that they don’t use any longer,” she said,
“so I didn’t see any sets until two days
before it was going to go on-stage.”
Ballet San José’s latest version of
the Nutcracker is unique because it
includes an additional section called
the Hard Nut, which is an adaptation
introduced in 1991 by Mark Morris,
Gabay said.
“Most productions kind of give
you a synopsis … (and) start at the
Nutcracker already being the doll,” she
said. “It’s a play within a play, telling
that story how the Prince became the
Nutcracker, so that when you’re in the
story of it and he’s the Nutcracker, you
kind of understand how he became the
Nutcracker.”
Ommi Pipit-Suksun, a principal
dancer of Ballet San José and the
female lead in this year’s “Nutcracker,”
spent eight years with the San
Francisco Ballet before coming to San
José last year and said that while San
José’s production is a bit “simpler,” it
“has more character.”

Umbrellas were put on
display for the exhibit.
The original use of the
umbrella was to provide
shade from the sun.

Rudy Candia lifts Ommi
Pipit-Suksun during
rehearsal for Ballet San
José’s “Nutcracker” on
Oct. 31, 2013.

“I think (the Hard Nut) is very
unique,” she said. “I’ve never seen that
before.”
Pipit-Suksun dances the traditional
role of Clara, who is named Marie in
San José’s production and is the young
girl who receives the Nutcracker doll
as a gift from her godfather at a party
on Christmas Eve.
“In SFB’s version, I believe Clara
turns into this ballerina princess at the
end and dances with the Nutcracker
but in this version the same girl dances
in the party scene and in the grand pas
de deux,” she said. “I think it’s going to
be fun trying to find that naïve, cute
side in me again, ‘cause I think she’s
supposed to be 11.”
Brittany Bond-Braatz, a fifth year
English and dance major at SJSU, said
she has gone to the San Francisco
Ballet’s “Nutcracker” annually since
Maykel Solas, soloist, lifts
her first birthday and that it updated
Mirai Nada, principal
its version of the show around 2005.
dancer, during rehearsal for
the snow pas de deux on
“They redid all their costumes, all
Oct. 31, 2013.
their sets and that’s when they worked
in more of the changes like (a) magic
time box,” she said. “There’s always the
problem of the Clara figure, whether
or not she’s danced by a child or an
adult, so they have a child version who
then steps into this mirrored
box and comes out an adult
version.”
San Francisco Ballet’s
Bond-Braatz said that
“Nutcracker”:
while she’s been to other
Dec. 11 to 29
local “Nutcrackers,” San
Tickets: $25 – $315
Francisco’s is her favorite.
“They have a really
Ballet San José’s
big budget so the sets
“Nutcracker”:
and the costumes are
Dec. 13 to 26
amazing,” she said. “They
Tickets: $30 – $105

The “Hidden Heroes” exhibit put
plastic to the test when six bottles and
cans were inserted into the minimalist
package design. A research engineer
named Ougljesa Jules Poupitch first
came up with the idea in the late
1950s.

also have a really large company that’s
all very good, so pretty much no
matter what day you go you’re always
going to see some of their best dancers
doing the roles.”
Damifr Emric, a soloist at Ballet
San José with several roles in the
“Nutcracker,” has been with the
company for almost 15 years but also
danced with the San Francisco Ballet
for the 2007-08 season.
“(Ballet San José) is a smaller
environment so everyone’s very
meshed in with one another and we’re
all really close friends,” Emric said. “It’s
harder in a bigger company, there’s a
lot more cliques and you know, so it’s
different.”
The size of the production isn’t
the only difference between the two
“Nutcracker” productions, according
to Pipit-Suksun, who said that Gabay
added elements of neo-classical
influence to the dancing style.
“Classical (ballet), you’re very
symmetrical,” she said, “but in …
her variation, there’s a lot more fluid
movement and not so rigid.”
Prior to Gabay’s latest version,
Emric said that there has only been
one other version at Ballet San José
since 1998.
“Every ‘Nutcracker’ is very
different, so it’s nice to get to do
something different and tell a
different story in a different way,” he
said. “I think it definitely lends to an
advantage when you can specifically
choreograph in the people that you
have (currently), and then your vision
is a little more cohesive.”

Profound impacts of everyday objects
on display at the SJ Museum of Art
text: Marissa Bush / images: George Tanner / illustrations: Rebecca Charlton
Giant boxes on stilts are scattered
throughout white rooms. Glass jars of
pickles and some unidentified items sit
on blue-painted shelves. In the back of
the room, a 1930s cartoon commercial
features Weck glass jars and on the
floor, 30 of the glass jars are filled with
old, blackened photographs.
The “Hidden Heroes” exhibition at
the San Jose Museum of Art features
36 everyday objects that have been
engineered since the Industrial
Revolution. The exhibition hails from
Weil am Rhein, Germany at the Vitra
Design Museum and the assortment
will be on display until Feb. 2, 2014.
The objects on display are chosen
from a specific categorical system:
They must be mass-produced by the
billions but not expensive to produce
and not costly to the consumer.
The object must be largely
unchanged or not at all since its
creation. The object must also be
simple, self-explanatory, easy to use
and familiar.
Finally, able to shape everyday
lives.
The 36 objects draw you in, from
the lighting to the colorful displays to
the artistic compilation of the objects
itself. Because the objects featured are
used daily, it has become a part of our
cumulative materialistic culture.

“(The objects on display) created
needs that were never there. We have
needs that we have never had before,”
said Kat Koh, a curatorial assistant at
San José Museum of Art.
The exhibition is clearly a
celebration of engineering, design,
and longevity. In Silicon Valley, the
openness to design is evident with
start-up companies in almost every
town. The idea then to bring this
exhibition to San José makes sense.
“Hidden Heroes” is an art project
that strives to expand the visitor’s view
of what defines design. A few main
items catch my eye at the exhibition.
The first object is the barcode. The
first image is the barcode, which is
the only item in the exhibition that
was invented in the Bay Area. It is
displayed inside of a box with myriad
colorful cans. An American named
Norman Joseph Woodland invented
the barcode, which he patented on
Oct. 7, 1952, making it a standard for
international trade today.
Another item that caught my
attention was the condom display. The
first rubber condom was produced
in 1855. Once latex was invented
in 1920, latex condoms began to be
mass-manufactured. A 1918 ruling
legalized condoms as the prescribed
contraceptives to prevent disease and

by 1931, the top 15 American
condom manufacturers were
producing 1.44 million
condoms daily. This everyday
object is reaches others
worldwide.
One section of the
exhibition called Up-cycle
invites visitors to think critically
about an everyday object and
creating a new use for it, inspired
by the humanitarian UNICEF block.
It is a white Lego-style rectangular
block with two blue containers
holding rice and water. Once the block
is created, it can then be used as a
building block for a shelter. When
visitors tour the exhibition they can
stop at this section and write down
their own ideas for Up-cycle and
display them on a wall for others to
see.
“Hidden Heroes” is an
illuminating and intriguing art
exhibition to peruse during the winter
holidays. The San José Museum of Art
is located next to Downtown Ice and
Fairmont Hotel. This is a great option
for those looking to learn about the
history of objects that have become a
part of our everyday world.

The light bulb shares the spotlight
in the exhibit. Despite common
belief, Thomas Edison did not
invent the light bulb. Rather, he
made significant improvements to
existing models of it in 1879.

text: Samantha Mendoza /
image: Basil Sar /
illustrations: Elena Miller

Family traditions spice up the holidays
text: Nirmal Patel / illustrations: Elena Miller
Red and green are not the only colors that
represent Christmas. San José State University’s
diverse campus has many students who integrate
their family’s cultural traditions into one of the most
popular American holidays.
Jankee Dahya, an Indian health science major
at SJSU, said her family still likes to bring out the
liveliness and spirit of Christmas.
“I like the fact that my family and I can spend
more time together because of the off days we get
from school,” she said.
Dahya said that during the festivities of
Christmas, her family gets a little tree in the
beginning of the month. She said Christmas is not
about the gifts but more about doing
family activities.
“On Christmas day, we make different creative
dishes as a family and the most important thing is
that everyone creates such a great bond with each
other and we all have fun,” she said.
She said the spirit of Christmas brings
her excitement.
“The colors of Christmas are just (so) beautiful
that it makes you get into the picture-taking mode,”
she said. Dahya said she loves to take pictures with
her family and friends in front of houses and trees
that depict Christmas.
Cindy Tran, a Vietnamese nutrition major, said
she sees Christmas as a way to celebrate American
culture.
“We don’t really celebrate Christmas — we
usually go with the flow, though,” Tran said.
Although she does not celebrate Christmas, she said
the holiday season excites her.
“I love walking around downtown and seeing
how fast-paced everything is. There are so many

people and they are all there for the
same reason: Christmas shopping,”
she said.
Only her immediate family celebrates
the holiday and on Christmas Day, they enjoy
Vietnamese food, laughs and gifts
with one another.
Hispanic health science major Celeste
Cordeiro said Christmas with her family lasts for
a few days.
“Since my family is really big, we celebrate
Christmas three times,” she said.
On Christmas Eve, her mother’s side of
the family comes over and they have a family
dinner and wait until midnight to open gifts.
The tradition to open gifts at midnight puzzles
Cordeiro, but she says it is been something they
have been doing for many years.
Her family starts planning Christmas at the
beginning of December.
“My family and I take a whole day to
decorate our house,” she said, adding that it is
a lot of work and a long process that usually
includes picking out a tree and bringing it home.
Every Christmas, Cordeiro and her family
make tamales, ham, rice, beans, bread and
cookies. Her family puts in hard work to prepare
Christmas dinner. They make around 300
tamales, enough so that her family can take some
back home with them. They also play board
games and have coffee and desserts
Christmas night.
Kalyn Johnson, African-American public
relations major, celebrates Christmas with her
family in a way that brings back old memories
and creates new ones. One thing Johnson

and her family enjoy doing is
contributing to the community,
particularly local homeless shelters.
Johnson’s family dinners bring back
memories from the past because each dish
represents a recipe that has been passed
down from generation to generation.
Remembering the members of her family
who created Christmas Day dinners,
Johnson and her family create new dishes
every year.
“My mother, sister and I usually cook
homemade meals. Everything we cook is a
recipe that has been passed down,” she said,
including sweet potato pie and cornbread.
Most of Johnson’s Christmas dinners
are celebrated at one of her six aunts’
homes. In addition to Christmas dinners,
the Johnsons have a cookie party.
“Each family chooses a dessert they are
going to make and we all get in one kitchen
and bake,” she said. “It’s a family-oriented
celebration we like to keep going
every year.”
With a large family, gifts are not that
big of a tradition in her home. Although
Johnson participates in giving and
receiving presents, she said Christmas is
not about gifts — it is about giving and
being grateful for what you have. For
Johnson, that is her family.

Volunteers preserve a Silicon Valley tradition
When Don Lima first had the idea of displaying
a nativity scene outside his mortuary on Willow
Street during the 1950s, little did he know he would
be creating the early stages of a San José
Christmas tradition.
Lima’s display grew over the years and became
a spectacle of Christmas that people would drive
miles to see. Back in the 1950s, people could not just
buy a giant snow globe and put in their lawn because
Christmas decorations were not easily attainable. A
lit-up nativity scene attracted viewers from all over
the city to be dazzled.
“It grew to be too big and traffic jams became
too large,” said Jason Minsky, executive director of
Christmas in the Park. “They made the decision to
donate the display to the city of San José. It went on
the front lawn of City Hall for a couple of
years until the city has issue with upkeep
and decided to put it into storage.”
It wasn’t until 1979 when the
Chamber of Commerce decided the
display was too good of a treasure
to keep in storage.
“They moved display in to
the park, formerly known as ‘Plaza
Park,’” Minsky said. “It took up
part of the park and was very small
compared to what the are now.”
In 1980, Christmas in the
Park, Inc. became a nonprofit
organization that fundraised
when necessary. A couple of years

later, the event added a parade that would circle
around the park. The parade made up of kids riding
bicycles and families was so small they had to go
around the park twice just to make it longer.
“Over the years the parade just grew and
grew,” Minsky said. “The parade grew so much that
volunteers couldn’t run it any more. The city took it
on and ran the holiday parade for many years.”
Three years ago, the city met a financial crisis
and could no longer fund Christmas in the Park
or the parade. The nonprofit groups supporting
Christmas in the Park did not want to see the
tradition fade so they decided to take control and
manage the event. The city of San José and Christmas
in the Park went into a three-year agreement.
“They also used to unveil Santa Claus from
the Sainte Claire Hotel,” Minsky said. “Santa
would be on the roof and then there
would be a Santa at each floor in the
windows. They would time it so
Santa would appear on each floor
and come down so it looked like he
was magically flying down
the floors.”
Nicole Spedding was born and
raised in San José and said she has
been going to Christmas in the Park
since she was a kid.
“It’s always been one of my favorite
parts of Christmas time,” Spedding said. “I usually
go every year. Once, if not twice, with different
groups of family and friends.”

Spedding continues to go because she said it
genuinely brings out the Christmas spirit.
“You leave Christmas in the Park really feeling
the enjoyment of the holiday season,” Spedding
said. “Watching all the younger kids’ reactions
and seeing how much they enjoy it reminds me
of how much I did at that age.”
“The volunteer effort put into making
Christmas in the Park is unique,” Spedding said.
“They spend a lot of time putting together a nice
winter wonderland for the community and that is
something to be appreciative of if you’re from San
José since so many families go each year.”
People should go to Christmas in the Park this
year because it is a great way to enjoy the holiday
season with family and friends, Spedding said.
Volunteers from the community maintain the
program. Greg Garcia worked in construction for
33 years when he retired and was looking for ways
to spend his free time. A year into his retirement,
Garcia was approached at the gym by a volunteer
from Christmas in the Park asking if he wanted to
help out.
Garcia volunteers every Tuesday of the year
when he fixes and maintains the displays. From
mechanical elves to reindeer, Garcia ensures all the
displays are working properly. As Garcia enters his
ninth year of volunteering, he said it is enjoyable
work because everyone gets along.
“Seeing how the displays put a smile on kids’
faces makes it worth doing,” Garcia said. “Some
kids are not fortunate enough to get this stuff on
Christmas so they’re able to come down and see
this stuff.”
Garcia said he has heard rumors this is one of
the biggest Christmas displays on this side of the
Mississippi River.
“People nowadays see Christmas as so
commercialized,” Garcia said. “This brings the
Christmas back into Christmas.”

Thoughtful, creative, affordable gifts for $25 or less

FOR THE SPORTS FAN | $25

With college expenses breaking the bank, it is
important to find holiday gifts at affordable prices for
everyone in your life. After using this gift-giving guide to
play Santa, you will be left with a little extra money to get
something for yourself!

FOR THE MEMORY
KEEPER | $20
Create a photo book
from Walgreens and
pick it up the same day.

FOR THE PHOTO LOVER | $20
Print out your loved one’s
favorite photos and place them
in the front of a keepsake box
with a sweet note and voilá —
a two-for-one gift (Target).

FOR THE PROUD SPARTAN | $25 or less

FOR A COWORKER,
ACQUAINTANCE OR WHITE
ELEPHANT EXCHANGE | $21

FOR THE TECH-SAAVY CAT AND
DOG LOVERS | $25
Modcloth.com offers tablet sleeves
with the face of a brown and
white tabby kitten or an adorable
pug.

For the friend who loves to travel
the world, a scratch map allows
the traveler to scratch off places
he or she has visited (Uncommongoods.com).

FOR THE CLASSIC COLLEGE
STUDENT | $ 25
Help your fellow Spartan
cure their “Thirsty Thursday”
hangover with
“The Hungover Cookbook”
and an electric pigs-in-ablanket appetizer maker
(Barnes and Noble
and Ebay).

This French press travel mug,
paired with a few mini ground
bags of coffee, is the perfect
gift for the on-the-go java fiend
(CostPlus World Market).
Events

FOR THE CONCERTGOER | $11
For those who enjoy saving tickets
from concerts, shows and movies, a
ticket stub diary is perfect. Personalize the gift by filling out the first
page (Amazon).

Culture

Comedy

FOR THE WINE
CONNOISSEUR | $25
Get a wine journal and stash
a gift card inside — it will be
happy hour, every hour, for
the wino in your life (CostPlus
World Market).

FOR THE CAMPER | $23
A Victorinox Swiss army
knife has multiple tools,
including a small blade,
can opener, screwdriver,
wine bottle opener and
more (REI).

12

Fri, 6 | 8 p.m. | Ken Burns Award Acceptance, SJSU Morris Dailey Auditorium
Sat, 7 | 12–5 p.m. | The Dinner Table 2013 by TEDx San José State University
@ MLK Library rooms 225 & 229

FOR THE COFFEE ADDICT | $24

FOR THE CAMERA
JUNKIE | $16
Any photographer
would appreciate a
clever, quirky mug
shaped like a lens
(Amazon).

FOR THE AVID TRAVELER | $20

Pair this SJSU travel mug
with a lanyard and you
have the perfect gift for
a proud Spartan (SJSU
Bookstore).

FOR A CAUSE | $25
If you are looking to give a
unique gift, make a donation
to a charity that is close to your
loved one’s heart. Dress up a
donation by placing a check
inside a decorative card with a
ribbon.

Available at the SJSU bookstore are a variety
of T-shirts and tanks in shades to please any
Spartan (sign up online to get 10% off your
first purchase).

Fill a “Good Morning” mug set
with Ghirardelli cocoa packets
and peppermint bark
(CostPlus World Market).

FOR THE SPARTAN AT
HEART | $22

Help your loved one keep his
or her head in the game with a
sports beanie — available in a
variety of teams (Kohl’s).

text: Jamie Ramirez / images: Basil Sar, Rochelle Beckel
& Thyra Phan / illustrations: Rebecca Charlton

Looking for a
new holiday
recipe? Scan to
check out some
cultural dishes!

Sports

5 – 22| The Snow Queen @ San José Rep
5 – 31| Hidden Heroes @ San José Museum of Art
Tues, 10 | 1 p.m. | Bang, Bang You’re Dead @ SJSU Hal Todd Theatre
8 p.m. | Groundation with Ancestree & Thrive @ The Catalyst
Wed, 11 | 7 p.m. | Jay Z @ SAP Center
11 – 29 | The Nutcracker @ San Francisco War Memorial Opera House
13 – 26 | The Nutcracker @ San José Center for the Performing Arts
Wed, 18 | 8 p.m. | Thee Oh Sees @ Great American Music Hall
Sat, 21 | 8 p.m. | The Vandals with Emily’s Army and The Blast! @ Slim’s
Tues, 31 | 9:30 p.m. | Primus & The Chocolate Factory @ The Fox Theatre

Sun, 8 |
12 – 15 |
19 – 22 |
Tues, 31 |

7 p.m. | Christmas Comedy Extravaganza 2013 @ San José Improv
John Heffron @ San José Improv
Pablo Francisco @ San José Improv
7 & 10 p.m. | New Year’s Eve Show with Steve Byrne @ San José Improv

Tues, 10 | 7:30 p.m. | San José Sharks vs. New York Islanders @ SAP Center
Wed, 18 | 5:30 p.m. | SJSU Women’s Basketball vs. Georgia @ SJSU Event Center
8 p.m. | SJSU Men’s Basketball vs. UC Davis @ SJSU Event Center
Sat, 21 | 12 p.m. | SJSU Men’s Basketball vs. Westminster @ SJSU Event Center
2 p.m. | SJSU Women’s Basketball vs. UMKC @ SJSU Event Center
Sat, 28 | 2 p.m. | SJSU Men’s Basketball vs. Pacifica @ SJSU Event Center
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